


 Vape cartridge packaging has gone

through several inventive

modifications to bring to the surface

the best and cool packing of this

item.

 They are manufactured out of the

premium materials, including high-

quality cardboard and Kraft paper

stocks, to sustain the quality of the

products.

 Vape packages come in several

designs, styles, and sizes.

Vape cartridge packaging



 They are made expedient to carry and

use safely.

 To make them more attractive and

outstanding for making the respective

brand recognized in the market.

 Numerous customization features

such as die-cut window, perforation,

gloss and matte lamination, product

place holders, and multiple others are

added to these boxes.

Vape cartridge packaging



 These features of this packaging solution

for vape cartridges allow the purchaser to

comprehend the color and aroma of

favorite tastes that they incline to buy.

 You can acquire all the distinctions in

style, shape, and design of these

packages.

 That is why, along with CBD brands,
almost all kinds of brands and businesses
are taking their advantage to maximize
their sales and profitability, and you can
do so as well.

CBD brands



 Inexpensive and elegance

packaging solutions must be

the dream of every business

owner, and particularly when

it comes to attracting

customers for CBD products

like vape cartridges, their

need becomes very great.

 Here are 6 out of the ordinary

yet inexpensive ways vape

cartridge packaging that one

can utilize to make his/her

brand stand out in the market.

Elegant Packaging

https://www.cannabisboxes.us/vape-cartridges/




Child resistant Slide Boxes

 When it comes to the elegant and cost
effective vape packaging solutions, you
cannot ignore, esthetic of child-resistant
slide boxes, or you can say sleeve boxes
with child-resistant features. Along with
attracting customers.

 Restricting kids and teenagers below the
legal age is of great importance for vape
brands to stay compliant for running
their business successfully, and these
boxes can be an outstanding choice in
this regard



 These boxes contain remarkable printing

with extraordinary graphics, fonts.

 All the possible branding features to make

the respective product and brand

recognizable in the market.

Child resistant Slide Boxes

 A lot of brands are making their use to
flourish in the market and save the
maximum on their packaging.



Make the most with Cardboard Cylinders

 Using cardboard made cylinders for vape
cartridge box packaging is also a great way
to boost sales and attract customers along
with saving on packaging.

 Their feature of child resistance to open
and use the packaged vape item makes the
exclusive.

 Along with that, they also provide
remarkable unboxing experience to
customers, which is the key to maximum
customer satisfaction and a way to grab
customers’ attention.



 Another inexpensive and elegant way
of custom vape cartridge packaging can be
using flip top boxes.

 These boxes also hold unique and catchy
design and exclusive features for product
presentation within the packaging to help
customers ensure what they are going to get
by buying the packaged vape cartridges.

 These cigarette box-shaped packages are
exceptional to make people understand the
revolution from past Marlboros to modern-day
vape pens or cartridges.

Flip Top Packages





Tuck end Boxes with window

 For the better presentation and allowing
customers to evaluate the eminence of
products, going with solutions with window
cutouts such as tuck end boxes can be a
great way to boost brand recognition,
customers’ trust, and empowering brand
repute in the market.

 Using these boxes for your needed custom
vape cartridge packaging can help you in
every possible means.



 That is why, along with CBD brands, almost
all kinds of brands and businesses are
taking their advantage to maximize their
sales and profitability, and you can do so as
well.

 They are one of the secure and durable
solutions that can serve your vape
cartridges for a long time against the
environmental impacts as well as let you
comply with international and local
packaging regulations for cannabis
products.

Environmental Impacts



Grab Customers’ attention 

 Grabbing the attention of customers is
the key feature of any packaging
solution that every brand and retailer
consider for their products to boost
their sales and profitability.

 Particularly, when it comes to restricted
products like vape cartridges, the need
for attractive and fascinating boxes
becomes great. In this regard, making
use of triangle-shaped Vape cartridge
boxes can help you make your products
attractive for customers.



 Providing detailed information on these boxes 
can also benefit you get access to dedicated 
customers.

 These are a few useful as well as cost-efficient 
ways to go for out of the ordinary vape 
packaging to make your brand stand out in 
the market as well as complying with the 
packaging standards for the vape products. 

 All these suggested solutions are up to the 
mark for eco-friendliness as well as to allure 
customers with their exceptional quality of 
printing and marketability.

Grab Customers’ attention 





https://www.pinterest.com/cannabisboxes/
https://www.facebook.com/Cannabis-Boxes-112050490475394/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/cannabis-boxes-2248471a6/
https://www.instagram.com/cannabisboxesus/
https://twitter.com/BoxesCannabis



